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Spelling list: Characters in Code Name Verity

 by Elizabeth Wein is a gripping historical novel set during World War II. It follows the story Code Name Verity
of two young women who become involved in espionage and resistance activities. Their deep friendship and 
courage are tested as they navigate the perils of war, deception, and survival.

Julie
 narrates the story of her friendship with Maddie in the first half of the Julie

book.

Queenie When Julie writes about herself, she calls herself  .Queenie

Verity  is Julie's code name.Verity

Maddie  Brodatt is a pilot and narrates the second half of the book.Maddie

Brodatt Maddie  is a pilot and narrates the second half of the book.Brodatt

Kittyhawk  is Maddie's code name.Kittyhawk

von Linden
SS-Hauptsturmf hrer  is a high-ranking German officer who von Linden

interrogates Julie.

Anna
 Engel is a German woman who is given the job of translating Julie's Anna

account for von Linden.

Engel
Anna  is a German woman who is given the job of translating Julie's Engel

account for von Linden.

Jamie  is a pilot and Julie's favourite brother.Jamie

Dympna  Wythenshawe is the first female pilot Maddie ever meets.Dympna

Wythenshawe Dympna  is the first female pilot Maddie ever meets.Wythenshawe

Paul  is an agent who helps lead the Damask Resistance.Paul

Thibaut Maman and Papa  are members of the French Resistance.Thibaut

Mitraillette
Maman and Papa Thibaut's daughter  is also a member of the Mitraillette

French Resistance.
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Amélie  is Mitraillette's younger sister.Amélie

Etienne
SS-Scharführer  Thibaut is Mitraillette and Amélie's brother who Etienne

works for the Ormaie Gestapo.

Georgia  Penn is an American journalist who interviews Julie.Georgia

Penn Georgia  is an American journalist who interviews Julie.Penn

Marie  is another prisoner who Julie hears being tortured.Marie
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